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Abstract
Identifying user requirements and preferences on the basis of the current context, is one of main challenges of the Internet

of Things (IoT) paradigm. Users, services and applications interact maintaining, often unreliable, relations which need of

smart management systems to satisfy their demands. Traditional information handling approaches in distributed systems

are most often unsuitable for modern Smart Environments due to the huge amount and the extreme dynamism of the

entities involved. This paper proposes NARIoT platform that allows building recommendation systems in IoT environ-

ment. The approach relies on vector representations of IoT resources obtained by using of a word embedding tool, the

Doc2Vec neural model, which, starting from text documents describing the resources, provides real-valued vectors

mapping them. The vectors are handled through intelligent agents, which self-organize themselves creating an ordered

virtual structure, so enabling informed mechanisms of information filtering. In particular, an ordered overlay network

emerges from the autonomous, parallel and decentralized work of intelligent agents, thus enabling efficient recommen-

dation operations. The experimental validation confirms the effectiveness of the approach and provides very encouraging

results.

Keywords Recommendation platform � Intelligent agents � Self-organization � Internet of Things � Natural Language
Processing

1 Introduction

Due to the high dynamism, the heterogeneity and the huge

dimensions of the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructures,

traditional management systems are often inadequate [4].

The information system is a crucial component of the IoT

systems, since it, among other things, allows discovering

and selecting available resources and services strongly

related to the context [30]. The need to ensure satisfaction

of user and service requirements imposes the design of

sophisticated and innovative models and algorithms [31].

Approaches based on innovative techniques and method-

ologies have to be designed to support decision makers,

above all, in crucial tasks such as resources selection and

filtering. An important aspect concerns the systems able to

identify useful items for services and users in a given

context, i.e., the recommendation systems. The approaches

for building recommendation systems can be basically

identified as [6]: (i) Content-based, in which similar items

previously chosen by the user can be suggested; (ii) Col-

laborative Filtering, where the ‘‘rating’’—i.e., the level of

usefulness for a given user—of all similar users lead the

rating of a given item for a given user; and (iii) Hybrid

methods, combining both approaches, collaborative and

content-based. The similarity between users can be com-

puted in several ways; for example, Pearson correlation and

cosine distance are two of most popular [7, 32].

This paper proposes NARIoT (NLP-driven Agents for

Recommendation in IoT), a multiagent platform that, by

exploiting semantic concepts, enables efficient recom-

mendations of useful objects (services, devices, etc.) in IoT

environment. ‘‘Cyber agents’’ (intelligent agents), each one

representing an IoT object, perform cyclically a predefined

sequence of simple operations with the aim to create, in
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fully distributed and self-organizing modality, a virtual

ordered structure (overlay network) that allows efficient

information filtering. Thanks to their useful characteristics,

agents are particularly suitable for dynamic systems

because they naturally adapt to the environment changing

[34]. Agent-based approaches assure: extensibility, agents

are independent, they can be created or modified, other

agents continue to provide services; stability, the continuity

of the service is assured from other agents sharing the tasks

of failing agents; independent, they can operate autono-

mously without user action [20].

The cyber agents work by exploiting a vector repre-

sentations of associated IoT objects. In peer to peer sys-

tems, often, bit vectors are used to index metadata

representing the content stored in the host. Each bit, for

example, can represent the occurrence of a given topic,cre:

for contents like documents, this meaning is particularly

suitable. Differently, [19] exploits to obtain the vector

representation, a hash function locality preserving that

allows to assign neighbor vectors to contents having

neighbor/similar features. In the approach proposed in this

paper, the Doc2Vec neural model [23] is utilized to obtain a

vector representation of IoT objects. This Natural Lan-

guage Processing (NLP) model enables to generate a vector

representation starting from text documents (metadata),

also capturing the semantic meaning. Indeed, device

capabilities of IoT objects are often reported in metadata

documents as Web Service Descriptions Language

(WSDL), HTML Microformat for Describing REST-

fulWeb Services (hRESTS) and JSON-based web service

descriptions [22]. Moreover, models such as OWL-S1 or

WSMO2 provide useful semantic descriptions about IoT

services functionalities allowing easier discovery and

composition operations [12].

Two different overlay networks of IoT objects are

allowed, on the basis of the algorithm performed by agents:

(i) ordered list and (ii) ordered list of clusters. The organized

virtual structure allows the selection operations to become

faster and effective, because agents managing similar vec-

tors—representing similar IoT resources—are linked among

them and then, can be easily located and recommended. The

emerging structure improves IoT resource management,

since informed mechanisms can be designed in a non-

structured and dynamic environment [18].

The main contributions of this article can be summa-

rized as:

– a platform enabling the construction of a decentralized

and self-organized information system in Internet of

Things. It does not rely on any centralized mechanism,

but it is fully decentralized, self-organizing and scale-

free, thanks to agents’ characteristics.

– the organized overlay network emerges from the

autonomous and simultaneous work of intelligent

agents. No preliminary knowledge has to be provided

to the agents, but they act executing simple operations

using local and limited information.

– the overlay automatically adapts itself to the changing

environment (join and departure devices), making it

particularly suitable for a highly dynamic and unreli-

able system such as the IoT.

– the approach allows executing informed discovery

operations, typical of structured P2P systems, in a fully

unstructured and highly dynamic environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2

analyzes the related works and the state of the art, Sect. 3

describes the infrastructure and the logic layers of the

platform, Sect. 3.2 details the multiagent algorithms

designed and exploited, and Sect. 4 shows a set of exper-

iments performed to validate the platform proposed.

2 Related works

Many solutions have been proposed in the IoT environment

to manage resources by exploiting of different techniques,

and peer to peer approaches have been widely leveraged

[33]. A method for the construction of an efficient overlay

for Internet of Things systems was proposed in [17] . This

paper attempts to fill the technical gap and designs an

effective p2p-based solution for efficient handling of range

queries in IoT (RQIOT). RQIOT relies on a data distribu-

tion model based on consistent and order-preserving hash

function and a novel scheme for capacity management of

devices. The approach enables smart devices to satisfy their

storage constraints exploiting a ledger for available net-

work resources to allocate overflow space. [16] proposed

new mechanisms aimed to improve IoT-P2P routing pro-

tocols for LOADng (Lightweight On-Demand ad hoc

Distance-vector routing protocol next generation) and

AODV-RPL (ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing-

based RPL protocol). The improvements deploy Trickle-

based forwarding, enhanced smart ring, along with a

combination of both. The approach assures scalable, effi-

cient, and reliable dissemination of flooding route request

deploying stopping Trickle timers, providing individually

and collectively great enhancements to P2P routing pro-

tocols, while staying backward compatible with their base

specifications.

Recommender systems aim to help users in search

operations by providing personalized suggestions or sig-

naling useful services/resources in a large environment.
1 http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/.
2 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSMO/.
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Several current works aim to meet the best needs of users

based on agents techniques [2, 28, 35].

Thanks to the enhanced agent’s characteristics, recom-

mender systems can be improved in dynamic environments

because they automatically adapt to the changes of the

context. Agents can operate in a cooperative mode and

independently performs a specific task. All agents operate

at the same time to achieve overall and complex tasks.

Recommender system based on a trust model exploiting a

multi-agent approach is proposed in [25]. Each agent with

a given trust degree selects another agent wherewith it can

exchange the need information to execute its task. In this

way, the agents become expert in solving recommend task.

MATRES system (Multi-Agent Travel Recommender

System) in [26] has been proposed by the same authors.

MATRES provides a possible best recommendation using

assumptions determined by agents: exists a delay to receive

the missing information.

[28] proposed a multi-agent recommender system of

web pages to user-based approach that is based on the

combination of two algorithms: AR algorithm (Associative

Rules) and CF algorithm (Collaborative Filtering). [35]

proposed a multi-agent recommender system of games for

mobile phones. The recommender system proposed sug-

gests games which adapt with user competences and their

abilities in order to maintain longer and increase the time

playing some games.

IoT-based systems enable a deeper understanding of

user behaviors and preferences which can denote avail-

ability of different information sources [3], respect to other

recommendation scenarios. The retail environment

exploiting Internet of Things systems features the person-

alized shopping,mager, for example. Recommendations

related to items and their price are delivered to customers

of a store and the suggestions depend of the situation of the

offered object. A recommender system in Internet of

Things environment not only has to consider the users’

preferences, but it has to take into account further infor-

mation sources.

[24] proposes an IoT infrastructures and related rec-

ommendation for the availability of food items, historical

food consumption, planned activities, and also historical

sports activities. These data provided by IoT devices/ser-

vices help to increase the quality of recommendation

algorithms. In this case, only the data provided by active

users are used to generated the suggestions.

Considering recommendation services under some con-

ditions, such as holiday package, personalized Web site, or

a movie, it cannot be sufficient to consider only users and

items, but it is often necessary to incorporate the contextual

data into the recommendation procedure [1]. In fact,

additional contextual information, such as location, time, is

taking into account to recommend the most relevant items

to users. [29] propose a technology market as an applica-

tion environment of context-aware recommender system.

Museum visits of user groups in which recommendations

capture aspects, such as time available, accessibility of

environments/items at given times, and personal interests,

represents and example of this domain. Often the infor-

mation provided to the visitors of the museum is enormous,

therefore, identify relevant items to see in a limited time is

a crucial task.

Public services and utilities for clustering and planning

of IoT platforms and architectures in recommender systems

can be developed and improved using Artificial intelli-

gence (AI) approaches [8, 15, 36], that enhance features

and functionalities like recommending points of interest

and route planning. A group of smart profiles are produced

through machine learning technique applied to a dataset of

users by [5]. In this paper, the development of a privacy-

setting interface for Internet of Things services/devices

exploiting a data-driven approach is proposed. [13]

develops some representation learning architectures to

derive distributed vector representations of: traces (tra-

ce2vec), activities (act2vec), logs (log2vec) and process

models (model2vec). The architectures proposed allow for

the unsupervised learning of distributed representation

vectors. They can be considered as general purpose rep-

resentations since are not tailored for a specific use case.

Compared to existing approaches, our proposed plat-

form relies on mechanism completely decentralized, self-

organizing and automatically adapts to the changing

environment, making it particularly suitable for dynamic

and unreliable systems. Multiagent approaches guarantee

service continuity, stability, and limited user action, but,

often, a central management mechanism is necessary with

all resulting disadvantages, among which a central point of

failure. Our approach, in which the final task is performed

by the uninformed cooperation of autonomous entities, is

fully self-organizing, distributed and with a high level of

resilience. Moreover, our approach allows executing in-

formed discovery operations, typical of structured P2P

systems, in a fully unstructured and highly dynamic envi-

ronment such as IoT, also allowing range queries. Indeed,

unstructured distributed do not manage range queries of

data efficiently, which is a common access pattern in IoT

applications.

3 NARIoT platform architecture

The logical schema reporting the application context of the

NARIoT platform is shown in Fig. 1. The Physical Layer,

in which a collection of IoT objects, connected among

them collect information related to the physical world,

interacts with a Cyber Layer, in which intelligent agents,
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representing IoT objects, work together following the

predefined algorithm. Each object is associated with a

single agent, such that the total number of agents Nca is

equals to the total number of physical objects Npo. The

Overlay represents the emergent layer, i.e the ordered

virtual structure obtained as result of the algorithm per-

formed the the cyber agents. The algorithm executed

continuously by all cyber agents determines the topology

of the emerging virtual structure. In particular, the neigh-

bors selection strategy employed by the agents represents

the core of the algorithm. Indeed, on the basis of which

agents—IoT objects—are linked among them, and then

they can be considered neighbors, a particular structure

emerges.

Two different algorithms (neighbors’ selection strate-

gies), detailed in Sect. 3.2, were designed and implemented

that allow emerging overlay networks of devices as:

(i) ordered list, and (ii) ordered list of clusters. Metadata,

text files containing all physical and behavioral character-

istics of IoT objects, are elaborated through Doc2Vec

model, detailed in Sect. 3.1, so obtaining vector represen-

tations of them. The cyber agents exploit these vector

representations of IoT objects to perform needed compu-

tations in the algorithm execution.

In Fig. 2 is reported a conceptual schema of the logical

blocks composing the cyber agent. In particular, the IoT

Connector takes care of the communication and data

exchange with the physical IoT device/service represented.

Data coming from the physical layer are stored in a

Metadata Repository and exploited by the NLP-based

library to generate the vector representing the physical IoT

object.

The Overlay Manager handles all network issues, links,

neighbors and connections with the others cyber agents.

Moreover, it manages the dynamic building of the Neigh-

bors List, which contains the group of linked cyber agents.

The key element of the schema is the Recommendation

Manager that, on the basis of the recommendation algo-

rithm defined, drives the others blocks to perform prede-

fined operations. A Recommendation Repository keeps a

historical data of previous recommendations and possibly

exploits them in new similar suggestions. To communicate

among them in the cyber layer, a messaging mechanism is

exploited, where the messages exchanged contain data

regarding to the action to execute.

3.1 The Doc2Vec neural model

IoT devices, sensors, services, etc., are represented through

real-valued vectors obtained with Doc2Vec neural model

[23], a Natural Language Processing tool for representing

sentences/documents, applied to the metadata (text)

describing them.

Doc2Vec is an unsupervised algorithm stemming from

Word2vec,mikolov, a two layer artificial neural network

able to process text learning relationships between words.

Word2vec analyzes a large corpus of text and generates a

Fig. 1 Logical schema of

NARIoT platform. The Overlay

layer contains the virtual

structure emerging as outcome

of the algorithm, while the

Cyber layer includes the agents

representing the devices/

services of the IoT environment

(i.e., the Physical layer)

Fig. 2 Conceptual model of the Cyber agent entity
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high-dimensional space—several hundred—in which each

word in the corpus corresponds to a single vector in the

space. The word embedding method allows to capture

different degrees of similarity between two words on the

basis of the corpus.

Two models are available to generate the representation:

(i) Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW), starting from the

context and (ii) Skip-gram, that starts the target word. In

Skip-gram, the input is a word and the output is a context

word. Each input word defines the number of right or left

context words to predict by the window size hyper-pa-

rameter. Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) differs to

skip-gram mainly for one aspect: the input is multiple

words that are merged via vector addition to predict the

context word. The word embedding model aims to maxi-

mize the log probability, reported in formula 1, for all

words in the device corpus.

log probabilityðwordjcontextÞ ¼ SdðwordijcontextÞP
k SdðwordkjcontextÞ

ð1Þ

SdðwordijcontextÞ represents the similarity degree of the i-

word in the current context.

Doc2Vec is an extension of Word2Vec for handling

document embeddings. There are two approaches within

Doc2Vec: dbow and dmpv. dbow works similarly to skip-

gram, but the input is represented by a special item rep-

resenting the document. The order of words in the docu-

ment is ignored; hence, the name distributed bag of words.

dmpv works similarly to CBOW. dmpv input is an addi-

tional document item in addition to multiple objective

words. Differently from CBOW, these vectors are con-

catenated and, using a document and word vectors, the

content word is predicted.

3.2 Multiagent algorithms allowing overlay
network to emerge

The neighbors selection strategy adopted by the agents

determines the topology of the virtual structure emerging.

Two different algorithms allowing two different virtual

structures to emerge were designed. The first algorithm,

detailed in Sect. 3.3, allows building of a virtual ordered

list, while the second algorithm, specified in Sect. 3.4,

enables the emerging of an ordered list of clusters, i.e.,

groups of devices similar among them. The designed

algorithm assures that in a finite number of steps a steady

situation is reached, i.e., no agent executes any operation,

and the ordered structure emerges. The agents are always

in the execution even if they do not make operations

because IoT objects leave and join the system dynamically,

and the virtual structure has to be updated.

The cosine distance, as reported in formula (2), allowing

the distance computation between two vectors, was

exploited for agents’ similarity comparison.

cosð u!; v!Þ ¼ u!� v!

j u!j � j v!j
¼

P
i�n uiviffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i�n u
2
i

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i�n v

2
i

p ð2Þ

u and v represent the vectors mapping of two IoT objects in

n-dimensional space. The designed algorithms with dif-

ferent selection strategy of neighbors are proposed in the

following.

3.3 Topology as ordered list

A useful topology enabled by agents’ work is represented

by a ordered list. The similarity degree with a given IoT

object having fixed characteristics (see Overlay layer in

Fig. 1) determines the position in the list. The first element

of the list is the IoT object, among all, with the highest

value of similarity. The second element will have the

second highest value of the similarity with the target

object, and so on. Algorithm 1 reports the algorithm per-

formed autonomously by the generic agent Acyber with the

associated vector vc.
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Through the function computeList(...), the agent com-

pute Hca and Lca, the lists containing the connected

agents—representing initially the connected IoT objects in

the physical layer—with vector value higher and lower

than v c, respectively. The function identifyMaxSub-

max(list) returns the linked cyber agents contained in list

having max and sub-max similarity value with the current

cyber agent, while the function identifyMinSubmin(list)

provides those having the min and sub-min similarity

value. The function createLink(caa; cab) produces a virtual

link between cyber agent caa and cyber agent cab. Simply,

caa adds cab in its neighbors list and notifies cab of

including caa in its neighbors list. remove(list, ca) function

removes the cyber agent ca from the list list. This function

is exploited to eliminate a neighbor of a cyber agent,

simply removing it from the neighbors list.

Autonomously and in parallel, each cyber agent adds

and removes other cyber agents in its neighbors lists, fol-

lowing the rules of the algorithm. When an agent is added/

removed to/from one of the lists, ideally, a virtual link is

created/deleted between the current agent and the added/

removed agent. After a transition phase, i.e when a steady

situation is reached, each cyber agent will be connected

(with a real or virtual link, but always belonging to the

virtual structure) with two cyber agents: the cyber agent

having the vector value immediately less similar (contained

in Lca) and the cyber agent with the vector value imme-

diately more similar (contained in Hca) of the all cyber

agents.

Once a steady situation is reached, the cyber agents will

be arranged in a sorted list organized on the basis of the

similarity degree with the target agent representing the

required IoT object. Then, an organized virtual structure of

IoT objects is generated on the basis of the similarity with a

given IoT object. The needed number of IoT devices/ser-

vices can be selected starting from the head of the list and,

thanks to the ordering, they will be the IoT objects with

highest similarity degree among those available. The

selected IoT objects are very close, similar and most likely

useful for users, so allowing very effective recommenda-

tion operations.

3.4 Topology as ordered list orderly linked
clusters

A further useful organization strategy, engineered in this

paper, consists in grouping cyber agents on the basis of the

similarity degree with the target IoT object in a given

number of clusters Cl. The clusters are connected among

them as an ordered list in this way a fast localization/rec-

ommendation operation is guaranteed. In Fig. 3 is shown a

graphic example of overlay network in which all agents are

grouped in N clusters, on the basis of the similarity with a

given IoT object.

All the agents belonging to the cluster k have a simi-

larity value higher than all the agents belonging to the

cluster k-1 and lower than all the agents belonging to the

cluster k?1. The cyber agents having the highest value of

similarity for each cluster are orderly linked among them.

The algorithm autonomously performed by each cyber

agent Acyber having vector vc to bring out the overlay net-

work is reported in Algorithm 2. Here, Listhnoclus and

Listlnoclus, the lists containing the linked cyber agents with

vector value higher and lower, respectively, than vc, not

belonging to the same cluster of Acyber , List
h
clus and Listlclus

containing the cyber agents belonging to the same cluster

of Acyber with vector value higher and lower, respectively,

than vc, are computed through the function

computeLists(....).

Fig. 3 An example of orderly linked clusters structure
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The cyber agents contained in list having the max and

sub-max similarity value with the current cyber agent are

returned from the function identifyMaxSubmax(list), and

the cyber agents having the min and max similarity value

are provided by the functions identifyMin(list) and iden-

tifyMax(list), respectively.

The function identifyMinSubmin(list) provides the

linked cyber agents contained in list with the vector value

having the min and sub-min similarity value with the

current cyber agent. The function createLink(caa; cab)

produces a virtual link between cyber agent caa and cyber

agent cab. Essentially, to create a virtual link between caa
and cab, caa adds cab in its neighbors list and notifies cab of

including caa in his neighbors list. remove(list, ca) function

removes the cyber agent ca from the list list and implicitly

it removes the link between ca and the current agent.

In Fig. 4 is reported, as example, the outcome obtained

by the application of the algorithm to a very simple IoT

system, in which Npo ¼ Nca ¼ 50. We can note that, in the

resulting overlay network:

– all agents, and consequently all IoT objects existing in

the environment, are grouped in clusters;

– all the agents belonging to the cluster k have a

similarity degree higher than all the agents belonging

to the cluster k � 1 and lower than all the agents

belonging to the cluster k þ 1;

– in each group, the agent representing the device with

highest similarity degree of the cluster acts as a star

point and all other agents belonging to the same cluster

are linked to it;

– all the star points are connected among them in order to

form an ordered list ensuring fast discovery operations.

Once a steady situation is reached, the cyber agents will be

arranged in a sorted list of groups of IoT objects, organized

on the basis of the similarity degree with the target agent

representing the required IoT object. Therefore, an orga-

nized virtual structure of IoT objects is generated on the

basis of the similarity with a given IoT object. The cyber

agents are organized in clusters on the basis of the simi-

larity with the target object, and it is possible selecting one

or more clusters, and consequently, a number of similar,

and probably useful, IoT objects can be suggested/

recommended.

4 Experimental results

In order to validate the proposed system, a prototype of the

platform NARIoT, written in Java, was implemented. The

prototype enables a simulation environment in which a

group of cyber agents, Nca, equals to the number of IoT

objects, N po, executes the proposed algorithms allowing to

the virtual ordered structure to emerge. As test bench, a set

of interconnected IoT networks, in which the components

(devices/services) of each one are connected among them

through a local area network (LAN), were designed and

implemented.
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In order to arrange a simulation scenario as close as

possible to the real world, all IoT objects belonging to the

smart environment have been represented using real data

related to physical characteristics. In order to build the

synthetic dataset, the CASAS3 (Center of Advanced Studies

in Adaptive Systems) data [10] were exploited. The CASAS

project, devised at Washington State University, aims to

design a smart home that is small, lightweight in infras-

tructure, extendable, and ready to perform main capabili-

ties quickly. A consistent set of data related to smart home

sensors, consisting of a date, time, sensor identifier, the

sensor name, the sensor state, sensor message, etc., was

downloaded and employed to obtain a series of events [9].

Each device was described by means of a JSON file,

containing its peculiar characteristics and classified on the

basis of them to obtain the ground truth for the perfor-

mance evaluation.

By applying the Doc2Vec library to this metadata, each

IoT object was represented through a real-valued vector

with dimension equals to 400. Doc2Vec model was trained

on large external corpora WIKI, the full collection of

English Wikipedia.4 In this paper, we report the experiment

results of the platform related to Algorithm 2. The topology

as ordered list of linked clusters, indeed, includes the

ordered list topology because it is a simplified version in

which each cluster is composed by a single cyber agent.

The max threshold of the cosine distance to consider a

couple of objects similar is set to 0.3 [14].

4.1 Convergence, scalability and computational
traffic evaluation

Algorithm convergence and scalability were evaluated by

computing the max number of iterations in which a steady

situation is reached, i.e., no operations are performed by

cyber agents since the overlay network is emerged. itera-

tion denotes a single execution of the loops of the algo-

rithm, e.g., from line 2 to line 24 in Algorithm 2.

Results are reported in Fig. 5.

The number of cyber agents considered ranges from 0 to

10.000, while the number of clusters, each with different

similarity threshold, ranges from 2 to 100 and the mean

number of neighbors for each agent, MeanNgh, is set to 6.

Notice that the number of iterations needed to obtain the

orderly list of clusters is inversely related to the number of

clusters.

Figure 6 shows the max number of iterations performed

by each cyber agent—with number of cyber agents ranging

from 0 to 10.000—to obtain the orderly linked clusters

overlay for different initial mean number of neighbors for

each cyber agent, i.e., when MeanNgh ranges from 4 to 16.

The number of clusters, Cl is set to 20. The number of

iterations required increases as MeanNgh decreases.

In Fig. 7, the computational traffic, computed as the

mean number of messages exchanged by each cyber agent

to obtain the ordering for an increasing number of cyber

agents, is reported. Here, MeanNgh is fixed to 6, while Cl

ranges from 2 to 100. We can note that, for a number of

agents higher than about 2.000, the mean number of mes-

sages is almost constant. Figure 8 reports the computational

traffic, Tc, to obtain the ordering for an increasing number

Fig. 4 Example of a virtual structure with Npo ¼ Nca ¼ 50. Each agent (a rectangular block) contains the similarity degree with the target IoT

object

3 http://ailab.wsu.edu/casas/datasets/.
4 Cleaned with WikiExtractor: https://github.com/attardi/

wikiextractor.
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Fig. 6 Max number of iterations needed to obtain the ordered

structure for different values of MeanNgh, when the number of cyber

agents ranges from 0 to 10.000 and Cl is equals to 20
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Fig. 5 Max number of iterations needed to obtain the ordered

structure for different values of Cl, when the number of cyber agents

ranges from 0 to 10.000 and MeanNgh is set to 6
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Fig. 7 The mean number of messages exchanged by each cyber agent

to obtain the ordering for an increasing number of cyber agents.

MeanNgh is fixed to 6
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Fig. 8 The mean number of messages exchanged by each cyber agent

to obtain the ordering for an increasing values of MeanNgh. Cl is set

to 20
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Fig. 9 The mean number of messages exchanged by each cyber agent

to obtain the ordering for an increasing number of Cl. MeanNgh is

fixed to 6
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Fig. 10 The mean number of messages exchanged by each cyber

agent to obtain the ordering for an increasing values of MeanNgh. Cl

is set to 20
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of cyber agents, when MeanNgh ranges from 4 to 16, the

number of groups (clusters) in which the cyber agents are

divided, Cl is set to 20. Also in this case, for a number of

agents higher than about 2.000, Tc is almost constant.

Figures 9 and 10 show the values of Tc when the algo-

rithm evolves, i.e., the number of iterations increases, for

Cl ranging from 2 to 100 and MeanNgh ¼ 6, in the first

case, and for MeanNgh ranging from 4 to 16 and Cl ¼ 20,

in the second one. In both cases, we can note that, after a

limited number of iterations in which a high number of

messages are exchanged (transition phase), the traffic

becomes almost zero, meaning that the algorithm con-

verged and the ordered structure is emerged.

4.2 Relevance evaluation

We also exploited precision and recall measures, to eval-

uate the relevance of the behavior of the recommendation

approach proposed in this paper [21]. precision and recall

are reported in formulas (3), where TP (True Positive) is

the number of items correctly assigned to the positive class,

TN (True Negative) is the number of items correctly

assigned to the negative class, FP (False Positive) is the

number of items assigned to the positive class which

instead belong to the negative class and FN (False Nega-

tive) is the number of observations assigned to the negative

class, which instead belong to the positive class.

Precision ¼ TP

TPþ FP
; Recall ¼ TP

TPþ FN
; ð3Þ

In information retrieval, precision is the fraction of relevant

items among the detected items, while recall is the fraction

of all relevant items that were effectively detected. preci-

sion can be seen as a measure of exactness or quality,

whereas recall is a measure of completeness or quantity.
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Fig. 11 Precision for different number of clusters. The number of

cyber agents is fixed to 10.000, while MeanNgh is set to 6
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Fig. 12 Recallfor different number of clusters. The number of cyber

agents is fixed to 10.000, while MeanNgh is set to 6
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Fig. 13 Precision for different initial mean number of neighbors for

each cyber agent. The number of cyber agents involved is fixed to

10.000, while Cl ¼ 100
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cyber agent. The number of cyber agents involved is fixed to 10.000,

while Cl ¼ 100
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For recommender systems, precision can be calculated

as the ratio of relevant recommended items to all recom-

mended items, while recall can be calculated as the ratio of

relevant recommended items to the all relevant items. In

our case, precision is calculated as the ratio of relevant

linked agents to all liked agents, while recall is calculated

as the ratio of relevant linked agents to the all relevant

agents, for each cluster.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the performance in terms of

precision and recall values for different number of clusters,

when the number of cyber agents involved is fixed to

10.000 and the number of neighbors of each agent is set to

6. Notice that the approach shows very good performance.

Figures 13 and 14 report the values of precision and

recall for different initial mean number of neighbors,

MeanNgh. The cyber agents involved is fixed to 10.000,

and the number groups in which agents are partitioned, Cl

is set to 100. The performance is very positive also in this

case, for each considered value. Indeed, independently of

the number of linked neighbors for each objects and the

fixed similarity threshold—implicitly set selecting the

number of groups Cl—the algorithm achieves very good

clustering performance, as proved by all experiments.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a recommendation platform in IoT environ-

ment leveraging on intelligent agents-based algorithms was

proposed. Two agents-based algorithms, that allow build-

ing dynamic virtual structures enabling fast and effective

recommendation operations, were designed, and their

validity has been demonstrated. Thanks to the benefits

offered by agents, as self-organizing, extensibility, flexi-

bility and autonomy, the approaches are very suitable for

dynamic and high dimensional environments like IoT,

because they automatically adapt to changes. Moreover,

the proposed approaches allow executing informed dis-

covery operations, typical of structured systems, in

unstructured and highly dynamic environments such as

IoT, also allowing range queries. Indeed, unstructured

systems do not manage range queries of data efficiently,

which is a common useful access pattern in IoT applica-

tions. Experimental results have shown how the proposed

algorithms achieve an effective resources reorganization

allowing effective recommendation tasks.

As future work, we aim to incorporate further intelli-

gence and advanced functions in the objects networking

and similarity computations. A cognitive process that can

capture current network conditions, choose, schedule, act

on those conditions, learn from its actions, all while fol-

lowing given objectives.

The purpose is to provide the platform with the ability to

be aware of its operational status and adjust its operational

parameters to fulfill specific tasks and behaviors, such as

detecting changes in the environment and user require-

ments. Content-addressable network paradigm and

semantic web technologies will be investigated to enhance

the proposed approach designing advanced functionality.
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